Abstract. The solar diameter changes or not? Whatever will be the answer the methods used for its measurements are more and more challenging, and facing new astrophysical and optical problems since the required space resolution is of astrometric quality. A quick overview on different methods is here presented, as well as the problem of the solar limb definition, emerging after the flash spectrum during eclipses.
Introduction
The measurements of the solar diameter have been made sistematically in the XIX century. At the end of that century Auwers [1] published a value for the solar radius of 959.63 arcseconds. This value is now adopted as standard value from IAU, the International Astronomical Union. Frahunhofer invented at the beginning of XIX century the heliometer. It is the prototype of direct measurement of the angular diameter of the Sun. This instrument was so accurate that allowed F. W. Bessel to measure in 1838 the first parallax of a star: 61 Cygni, 0.3 arcsec, selected for its significant proper motion of 5.2 arcsec/yr already discovered in 1812 by G. Piazzi. The heliometer in Goettingen [2] (1895) was a conceptual advancement of the heliometer's design; its space version is the Solar Disk Sextant SDS and its educational one is the double pinhole solar monitor [3, 4] . The measurements of the solar diameter by meridian transit were monitored on a daily basis since 1851 at Greenwich Observatory and at the Campidoglio (Capitol) Observatory in Rome since 1877 to 1937 [5] . Afterwards solar astrolabes (Danjon type and DORAYSOL[6], Definition et Observation du RAYon SOLaire, have obtained similar results with lower scatters. These methods have in common the use of a fixed telescope and the observation of the drift of the solar image through a meridian or a given almucantarat.
1 Eclipses and planetary transits exploited the timing of the orbital motion of the Earth, Moon and Planets; their angular velocity is much slower than the daily motion of the Sun (geocentric view) and they can allow very accurate timing determination. Black drop and seeing effects can be overcome for planetary transits by fitting the chord draft by the planet's disk over the solar limb with an analitycal function [7] . With fast video recording either eclipses or drift-scan transits can also achieve interesting timing resolution. Eclipses data of solar diameter still show a random scatter of 0.5 arsceconds [8] around the standard value. Planetary transits and eclipses are space measurements in the table of fig. 1 , even if these observations are ground-based, because the influences of seeing are limited, e.g. the dis/appearance of a bead and this is an on/off signal and seeing acts only through scintillation [9] . RHESSI [10] measurements of the solar oblateness (of general relativistic interest [11, 12] ) are better than previous ground-based measurements [13] . In recent publications of SOHO satellite group [14, 15] data are interpreted as if the Sun has a rock-steady diameter. 
The eclipses and the Baily's beads
The debate on the long-term variability of solar diameter started in 1978 [16] when ancient eclipse data where used to demonstrate a variation in the solar diameter in the past 300 years. The duration of totality is a rapid function (∆T ∼ √ d) of the distance d between the observer and the limit of the umbra, . The values of the solar radius measured at Campidoglio and at Greenwich compared (adapted from Gething, 1955) . The difference between the two measurements is due to the atmospheric effects, as well as, to personal equations of the observers with different sensitivity to wavelength and timing. The measurements, all made with naked eye observations, were expected to show small errorbars, thanks to the statistical average. Each point is the annual average of the measurements and the statistical convergence is surprisingly missing. The results of this method seem to be affected by some systematical effects randomly different from one year to another... a contradictory affirmation which shows the troubles that all drift-scan methods have done up to DORAYSOL experiment (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) .
consequently near the borders of the totality path, where the eclipse is nearly grazing (the North or the South pole of the Moon moves nearly tangent to the photosphere) [17] , it is possible to know the distance of the observer from the actual limit of umbra. Thanks to the rapid variation of the duration ∆T of the umbral phase, an observation of a few seconds (one or two) of totality and the unambiguous identification of the position of the observer, are parameters sufficient to know precisely, ± 10 m, this distance, and a great relative precision can be achieved with respect to the whole extension of the umbra on the Earth's surface ∼ 300 Km. This is the same relative accuracy achieved on the solar diameter determination with central eclipses. If there are observers located at both shadow's limits, North and South, the uncertainty on the ephemerides adopted in the data analysis can be also bypassed. The last uncertainties arise from the adopted lunar profiles, such as Watts [18] or Kaguya [19] , and from lunoid's corrections, such as Morrison and Appleby [20] or Soma [21] . From the total eclipse observed by Halley in 1715 two observers located near the two borders were identified and an hypothesis on the past value of solar radius was made, namely 0.48 arcseconds larger than its standard value of 959.63 arcseconds. This extraradius should have been reducing over the following 200 years, up to 1925, when a total eclipse was studied in Yale University under prof. Brown's guidance. Southern limit was on Manhattan Island (New York City), while Northern limit was identified near Ladd Observatory (Providence, Rhode Island) where a flash spectrum 2 was observed with an objective prism [22] . In 1979 after 3 whole Saros cycles, another eclipse casted its shadow on USA and the analysis confirmed that the radius was similar to 1925. David Dunham proposed to observe the Baily's beads, produced by the light from photosphere through the lunar valleys. In grazing eclipses their number N can be high, providing N determinations of photosphere's circle. But it is not their positions to be directly measured, since it should not be possible to do it better than 1 arcsec: it is the timing of appearing or disappearing of the Baily's beads. The actual radius of the Sun minimizes the scatter between calculated [e.g. with Occult 4 freeware program of D. Herald] and observed phenomenon, once considered also the opposite shadow's border. To reduce the effects of the uncertainties on lunar profile and lunoid corrections the eclipses data were preferably analyzed after a Saros (18 years and 11 days) which is a multiple of libration cycle, in order to observe the same Baily beads produced by the same lunar valleys. Another solution proposed by D. Dunham was to select only the polar beads, since the difference in latitude's libration 2 The flash spectrum is an array of emission lines detectable from the limb of the Sun during the flash periods of a few seconds just after the beginning of totality during a solar eclipse or just before the instant of its termination. When the solar photosphere is occulted by the Moon, the layers of the Suns atmosphere flash into prominence, and the spectrum briefly shows the bright lines at all wavelengths produced by tenuous hot luminous gas. Except during eclipses, this part of the spectrum is masked by the glare of the Suns disk. Study of the flash spectrum gives information about the physical state of the solar chromosphere. The flash spectrum was first observed by the American astronomer Charles Augustus Young during the eclipse of Dec. 22, 1870.
among two eclipses is rather small and the same valleys produce the same beads at each eclipse [23] . The presence of the Kiselevka valley discovered during the total eclipse of 2008 in a place where the Watts atlas of the lunar profiles did not show any walley was published in 2009[24] . This is an example of a structure never identified in previous eclipse, nor in Watts profiles, therefore the method of polar beads still has some uncertainties. The Kaguya's profile (published on Nov. 2009), by the name of the recent Japanese lunar mission, gives a profile which is expected to be more preciser than the Watts profile, even if the angular sampling is limited to a point each ∼ 16 arcsec; its accuracy in height is δh ± 1m. A new era in the eclipse methods is started after Kaguya, but the solar limb definition in eclipses video is a new open problem, as we can see in the following paragraph. Carles Schnabel [25] and other observers since 2005 claimed out the visibility of chromosphere during annular eclipses, and after other observations of a thin region above the photosphere with telescopes ranging from 4.5" to 8" with neutral density filters (transmittance ∼ 10 −4 ), the definition of a bead disappearance or appearance seems to be in need of revision. Another example is the two observations of 2008 total eclipse made by Richard Nugent and Chuck Herold: the latter was more inside the umbral limit but observed with a 5" while the former observer used a 3" and did not see the light of the last thin layer above the photosphere. 
Flash spectrum and limb definition
During an eclipse, the flash spectrum is the spectrum captured at the instants of beginning and end of totality. W. Campbell when directed the Lick Observatory, steered some eclipse observational champaigns: the Crocker's eclipses from the person who financed them. One of his experiments consisted in photographing over a moving plate the spectrum of the Sun through a slit perpendicular to the direction of motion of the Moon over the Sun. This experiment produced magnificent spectra, called spectrum flash. The exposure of such images started 10 s before and end 10 s after the start of totality. An image of this spectrum flash is published in the Lick Observatory studies of 1931 [26] and here reprinted, see also [28, 27] . 
Solar limb definition for drif-scan transits
The Sun is a self gravitating gaseous structure, and its limit is not sharply defined, nevertheless the variation of the density with the height is exponential, and in the wavelengths of visible light the surface of unitary optical depth τ =1 can be considered sharp with respect to the dark sky of the background. The solar limb darkening function LDF, moreover, describes a decrease of the luminosity down to the 16% of the value attained at the center of the disk. The combination of the LDF with the Point Spread Function PSF of the telescope pours photons out of the geometrical limb. The most suitable definition of solar limb has been chosen as the maximum of the derivative of the luminosity along a radius. This maximum can be detected by derivation of the Fourier anti-transform of the observational data, this method has been considered stable with respect to the seeing effects [29] . Nowadays the influence of seeing on limb detection is being considered below the arcsecond level [30, 31] . How the Flash Spectrum Region and the atmospheric halos can affect this definition? It seems that the FSR and halo effects are negligible when the photosphere is visible, while during the very last phases of total eclipses FSR become important.
Flash Spectrum Region and Baily's beads
In fig. 7 is represented a scheme of the last solar features visibles during a total eclipse. The Baily's bead is a small sector of photosphere, already darkened to 16% of its central luminosity [32] , and it is surrounded by two layers much fainter the Flash Spectrum Region FSR and the chromosphere. The width of this FSR is within an arcsecond, while the chromosphere goes up to three arcseconds. The intensity of the FSR integrated over the area can be larger than the residual luminosity of the bead, and this happen frequently with big telescopes observing grazing eclipses (examples of C. Schnabel and C. Herold). This pheonomenon could have been determinant in the hybrid (annular-total) eclipse observed by Clavius in 1567 [33] , to explane the observed annularity in contrast with the calculated totality by more than 4 arcseconds. Another problem for the dis/appearing bead can be the scintillation [9] .
Conclusions
The next total eclipses will provide us important data on the FSR, and the dataset of Baily beads[24] will be revisited, in order to better understand and treat ancient eclipses and to recover the past behaviour of solar diameter. PI-CARD satellite mission, expected to start in June 2010 [34] , is expected to provide a milliarcsecond precision on the solar diameter measurements. Fig. 7 . The intensity of the chromosphere, coloured by particular emission lines, is 10 −4 times the intensity of the photosphere (central value). The Flash Spectrum Region FSR is 10 −3 times the intensity of the photosphere. There is a confusion limit for which the intensity of the bead (photosphere) equals the light from all FSR visible. It is necessary to take this fact into account when the dis/appearance timing of a bead is studied with a few arcseconds of space resolution imaging. Opportune models and scale heights have to be set up. Data from 2010 total eclipses and experiments carried on by Serge Koutchmy and Cyril Bazin will help us in this respect.
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